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UK trade deficit grows as oil price rise pushes up cost of fuel imports 
 

Britain’s trade position with the rest of the world worsened in December as rising global oil prices pushed up the 
cost of importing fuel, while the continuing weak pound failed to lift sales of UK-made goods abroad. 
The National Institute of Economic and Social Research (NIESR) estimates the pace of economic growth held 
steady at 0.5% in the three months to the end of January from the level seen in the final quarter of 2017. NIESR 
said Britain’s manufacturing and services sectors were being supported by the buoyant global economy. 
Source: The Guardian Feb 9, 2018 

Trucking companies ordered most big rigs in 12 years 
 

Trucking companies in January ordered the most new big rigs in nearly 12 years, as they hustled to take 
advantage of one of the hottest freight markets in recent memory. Daimler is relying on its flexible 
manufacturing system to alleviate production bottlenecks by distributing orders to whichever plants have 
available production capacity. For the North America market, Daimler operates truck assembly plants in North 
Carolina, Oregon and Mexico. 
Source: The Wall Street Journal Feb 6, 2018 

Weinstein Company sale delayed by N.Y. attorney general lawsuit 
 

The fire sale of the Weinstein Company hit a last-minute snag on Sunday, when Eric T. Schneiderman, New 
York’s attorney general, filed a lawsuit against the studio and its fraternal founders alleging that they repeatedly 
violated state and city laws barring gender discrimination, sexual harassment, sexual abuse and coercion.  
Source: The New York Times Feb 11, 2018 

Coca-Cola, PepsiCo try new ways to combat soda slump 
 

Coca-Cola Co., PepsiCo Inc. and Dr Pepper Snapple Group Inc. have been remaking themselves for the past 
decade, adding products like kombucha tea and coconut water as consumers migrate to less sugary drinks. 
Source: The Wall Street Journal Feb 10, 2018 
 
Canada sheds 88,000 jobs in January 

 

Canada’s unemployment rate ticked up in January after 
hitting a 10-year low in the previous month, as both the 
public and private sectors shed workers. The Canadian 
economy dropped a net 88,000 jobs in January on 
a seasonally adjusted basis. The figures came in sharply 
below market expectations, which called for an increase 
in employment of 10,000.  
Source: The Wall Street Journal Feb 9, 2018 
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